Technische Universität Berlin offers an open position:

**Research Assistant - 66.67% working time - salary grade E13 TV-L Berliner Hochschulen**
under the reserve that funds are granted

**Center for Technology and Society**

**Reference number:** ZTG-107/20 (starting at 01/04/20 / until 31/01/2023 / closing date for applications 06/03/20)

**Working field:** The project will characterize micrologistic solutions in rural areas (mostly Germany) from social, environmental and economic perspectives and identify potentials of digitalization for optimization of these solutions. On the basis of three case studies in different types of rural regions modules for optimization of micrologistic solutions will be developed. The results and experiences will be put together in a manual for practitioners.

**Requirements:**
- successfully completed university degree (Diplom, Master or equivalent) in social, transport or regional sciences
- experiences with qualitative social scientist methods (as e.g. literature search, preparation, implementation and analysis of interviews)
- very good German and English (oral and written)
- experiences with independent working

**Desired competences:**
- finalized PhD and/or experiences with third party funding research and scientific publication
- experiences with the topics „logistics in rural areas“ and „potentials of digitalization“
- experiences with the cooperation with practitioners
- openness, comminication competence

Please send your application with the reference number and the usual documents preferably by e-mail to schaefer@ztg.tu-berlin.de or in writing to Technische Universität Berlin - Der Präsident - Zentrum Technik und Gesellschaft, Prof. Dr. Dr. Martina Schäfer, Sekr. HBS 1, Hardenbergstr. 16-18, 10623 Berlin.

To ensure equal opportunities between women and men, applications by women with the required qualifications are explicitly desired. Qualified individuals with disabilities will be favored. The TU Berlin values the diversity of its members and is committed to the goals of equal opportunities.

Please send copies only. Original documents will not be returned.

The vacancy is also available on the internet at 
http://www.personalabteilung.tu-berlin.de/menue/jobs/